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Abstract—This paper specifies a two-step migration towards a stronger authentication in the Session Initiation Protocol. First, we add support for a Password Authenticated Key Exchange mechanism based on a shared secret, and can function as a drop-in replacement for the widely adopted Digest Access Authentication mechanism. This new authentication mechanism adds support for mutual authentication, is considered stronger and can rely on the same shared password used by the digest authentication. A more long-term solution is to replace the authentication scheme with the Simple Authentication and Security Layer. The Simple Authentication and Security Layer separates the authentication mechanisms from the Session Initiation Protocol, and adds support for a range of more secure authentication mechanisms in a generic and unified way. Both methods are presented, discussed, and shown how to integrate into the Session Initiation Protocol.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Voice over IP (VoIP) is rapidly taking over for the traditional, public switched telephone networks (PSTN). Although there exist several competing network protocols that are capable of delivering VoIP, the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [1] and the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [2] developed by the IETF have become the de facto industry standard. These two protocols fulfill two different functions – SIP is used for signaling, e.g., responsible for setting up, modifying and tearing down multimedia sessions, while RTP transports the actual media stream (voice). Although the SIP protocol is flexible and rich in functionality [3], several vulnerabilities and security attacks have been found [4]–[6].

Securing a SIP-based VoIP system has proven challenging and the reasons are multi-faceted:
- The scale and complexity of the SIP protocol specification, with primary focus on functionality rather than a sound security design [7].
- SIP usage of intermediaries, expected communication between nodes with no trust at all, and its user-to-user operation make security far from trivial [1, page 232].
- A large number of threats against VoIP systems have been identified [8]. Several security mechanisms for countermeasures have been proposed, but no single security mechanism is suited to address all these security threats concerning VoIP and SIP [9], [10].
- Since the SIP and RTP protocols share the same infrastructure as traditional data networks, they also inherit the security problems of data communication.
- VoIP services have strict requirements to the network performance with respect to Quality of Service since it is a duplex communication with low tolerance for latency, packet loss and saturation. Introducing strong security mechanisms might affect network performance [11].
- Signaling in PSTN has traditionally involved trust between carriers, and by end users (caller-id). To achieve the same trust level using SIP, we need to employ secure authentication.

In VoIP, authentication tries to validate the identity of the communication peers and to bind that identity to a subject (peer). It must be stressed that the user is not authenticated, but the user’s phone. In VoIP terminology, a subject could be a User Agent (UA), such as a phone, identified by a phone-number/username and IP-address/hostname pair, denoted as an Address-of-Record (AoR). The authentication in VoIP is therefore the assurance that a communicating entity, the UA, is the one that it claims to be [12]. However, the authentication in SIP has proven weak [13] and vulnerable to a real-world security attack [14].

Equally important for the UA is to establish the identity of the communicating peer, i.e., the SIP server. If the client does not authenticate the SIP server, it might risk to communicate and send content to a hostile SIP server.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a migration towards a more secure SIP authentication. First, we introduce an authentication method based on the Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) [15], which provides mutual authentication based on a shared secret, and can function as a drop-in replacement of the digest authentication currently used. However, a more flexible authentication method is desired. As a second authentication method, we propose the Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL) [16], which enables SIP to transparently support and use more secure authentication methods in a unified and generic way.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II we give an introduction to authentication in SIP and discuss related work. In Section III we show how a modified PAKE can be used to add mutual authentication in SIP. The second authentication mechanism added to SIP, SASL, is explained...
We identify three scenarios where identity in SIP needs to be handled, as depicted in Figure 1: Scenario I between the UA and the local SIP server; Scenario II between SIP servers; and Scenario III end-to-end.

Scenario I between the UA and the local SIP server is relevant when the UA comes online and before any outgoing calls can be placed. Then, the UA must register itself to a local SIP server. During the SIP register handshake, the server usually challenges the UA to authenticate. Before placing a call (sending a SIP INVITE), the UA might be challenged again by the server to authenticate. The most common authentication method used between UA and server today is the Digest Access Authentication (DAA) [17].

Scenario II handles the authentication between SIP servers to achieve trust between SIP servers. It is not desirable to have SIP traffic handled by an unknown or untrusted SIP server that might have malicious intent. However, since most SIP servers today use some kind of SIP peering [18], the relationships between servers are often static and pre-defined. Therefore the identities between SIP servers are often predetermined by other security mechanisms than what are offered by SIP (like IPSec, TLS etc.).

Scenario III is about end-to-end authentication, which determines the identity of both the caller and the callee across different SIP domains. This is of particular importance and not easily attained in SIP. There is an increased threat and fear for both VoIP phishing and SPIT (Spam over Internet Telephony), that might seriously affect SIP-based VoIP services. By enforcing end-to-end authentication in SIP, these threats might be mitigated or prevented.

We list authentication mechanisms in SIP and their support in these three SIP scenarios in Table I. We shall discuss these authentication mechanisms in the following.

The DAA is currently the most common authentication mechanism for SIP. DAA is simple but rather insecure. It is the only authentication mechanism which support in SIP is mandatory [1, Section 22]. DAA uses the MD5 hash function and a challenge-response pattern, and relies on a shared secret between client and server within a SIP domain [17]. DAA is performed during the SIP REGISTER handshake between the UA and the SIP server, as depicted in messages 1-3 and 6 in Figure 2. The UA receives a nonce value from the SIP server, computes a digest hash value over the nonce, the shared secret and some other SIP header values, and send it to the SIP server. The SIP server computes the same digest hash. If both digests are identical, the UA is authenticated. The DAA is weak and vulnerable to a serious real-world attack [14]. Since the DAA relies on a shared secret and is only meaningful for a specific realm, its usage is limited to Scenario I.

Secure MIME (S/MIME) [19] is an authentication mechanism presented in the SIP core specification document RFC3261 [1]. S/MIME intends to achieve end-to-end authentication between UAs. The entire SIP message is encapsulated in a specific SIP message using MIME, which is signed and optionally encrypted. The receiving UA checks whether the sending UA's certificate is signed by a trusted authority. Since S/MIME depend on end-user certificates, the UAs must support multiple root certificates since no consolidated certificate authority exists. Additionally, certificate handling issues, such as revocation and renewal, complicate the use of certificates. There has been rather limited industry support for S/MIME.

Palmieri et al. [20] introduce a new authentication mechanism using digital signatures. But since they rely on certificates, their solution suffers under similar certification handling issues as S/MIME. They also admit that relying on public key infrastructure (PKI) is both difficult and costly to implement. Liao et al. [21], propose an improved authentication in SIP with self-signed public keys on elliptic curves. However, Liao’s proposal uses smart-cards to store authentication data and rely on a trusted third party [22].

The SIP protocol needs an authentication mechanism that avoids the security vulnerabilities the currently used DAA has. A replacement authentication mechanism should preferably not rely on PKI, have support for strong mutual authentication, and support all three scenarios listed previously in this section.

III. PASSWORD AUTHENTICATED KEY EXCHANGE

We propose to add support for a variant of PAKE denoted as “Key Agreement Method 3” (KAM3) as a cryptographic protocol [15, page 17]. PAKE has the following attractive features: 1) PAKE provides mutual authentication between UA and the SIP server, and thus a rogue SIP server can not claim that the authentication succeed without knowing the shared password. PAKE assures the UA that the SIP server knows the UA's encrypted password. 2) Reuse of the shared password used by DAA as the UA's credential, which enables our approach to easily replace DAA used within a local SIP domain (scenario I). 3) PAKE offers strong protection of the shared secret if the communication is eavesdropped, that prevents brute-force attacks, including dictionary-based off-line attacks, to which the DAA is vulnerable to.

Our approach follows the work of Oiwa et al. [23]. They use KAM3 to introduce a stronger authentication in HTTP and their initial design and specification is submitted to the IETF as an Internet Draft [24]. We have adapted their approach to SIP, since SIP closely resembles HTTP in both message structure and flow, and we need to prevent the REGISTER hijack attack presented earlier [14].
In KAM3, the UA and the SIP server compute cryptographic keys based on the shared password. These keys are exchanged, and a shared session secret is computed based on these keys. Each peer then computes a hash value of the session secret and some other values, which is sent to the requesting peer. The receiving peer computes the same hash value, and compares it with the received hash value. If these are identical, the sending peer is authenticated.

PAKE supports several authentication algorithms, which differ in their underlying mathematical groups and security parameters [24]. The only mandatory supported authentication algorithm, the iso-kam3-dl-2048-sha256, uses the 2048-bit discrete-logarithm defined in RFC3526 [25] and the SHA-256 hash function.

A. Initial requirements

In the following section, we let \( q \) an odd prime integer defining the number of elements in \( F(q) \) which is a representation of a finite group. We let \( g \) the generator of a subgroup of \( r \) elements in \( F(q) \). The one-way hash function is denoted as \( H \).

Before the authentication starts, username and password must be set and configured. We compute a weak secret \( \pi \) used by the client as a one-way hash of the values \( \text{realm} \), \( \text{username} \) and \( \text{password} \):

\[
\pi = H(\text{realm}, \text{username}, \text{password})
\]

Here, \( \text{realm} \) is the protection domain where SIP authentication is meaningful for a set of \( \text{username} \) and \( \text{password} \). The server does not need to store the shared password directly, only a specially encrypted version \( J(\pi) \), where \( J \) is the password verification function defined as:

\[
J(\pi) = g^\pi \mod q
\]

B. Message exchange

We need to extend the current SIP REGISTER handshake by one extra round-trip of SIP messages between the UA and the SIP server. These two extra messages are depicted in blue and numbered (4) and (5) in Figure 2. A more detailed specification is given in the following paragraphs, where the numbers refer to the protocol clauses depicted in Figure 2.

The UA registers to a SIP location service (SIP server). The initial SIP REGISTER message (1) from the UA is not authorized, and must be authenticated. The SIP server responds with a 401 Unauthorized status message (2), which contains a WWW-Authenticate header with details of the challenge, including \( \text{realm} \) and \( \text{algorithm} \). The UA constructs a cryptographic value \( w_a \) generated from a random integer \( s_a \):

\[
w_a = g^{s_a} \mod q
\]

This value is sent in a new SIP REGISTER message (3) to the SIP server. The SIP server proceeds to generate and send another cryptographic value \( w_b \), which is generated from \( J(\pi) \), the received value \( w_a \) and a random integer \( s_b \):

\[
w_b = (J(\pi) \times w_a^{H(1, w_a)})^{s_b} \mod q
\]

At the next step, each peer computes a session secret \( z \). The UA derives \( z \) based on \( \pi \), \( s_a \), \( w_a \) and \( w_b \):

\[
z = w_b^{(s_a + H(2, w_a, w_b))} / (s_a + H(1, w_a)) \mod q
\]

Likewise, the SIP server derives \( z \) based on \( s_b \), \( w_a \) and \( w_b \) using the following function:

\[
z = (w_a \times g^{H(2, w_a, w_b)})^{s_b} \mod q
\]

The session secret \( z \) matches only if both peers have used the secret credentials generated from the same shared secret. The above equations are directly derived from the PAKE HTTP authentication specifications [24]. The next step is to validate the value of \( z \) at the communicating peer.

### Table I: List of SIP authentication mechanisms and their support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentication mechanisms</th>
<th>Supported authentication scenarios</th>
<th>Supported SIP methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digest authentication</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAKE</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SASL</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSS-API</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/MIME</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: List of SIP authentication mechanisms and their support.
The UA sends a third SIP REGISTER message (5) and includes the value $o_a$, which is a hash value computed as:

$$o_a = H(4, w_a, w_b, z, \text{contactURIs})$$

Here, contactURIs is the value of the UA’s Contact SIP header value. This value is integrity-protected to prevent register hijacking attacks as presented in [14]. The SIP server, upon receipt of $o_a$, performs the same hash operation, and compares the results. If these results are identical, the UA is authenticated. The SIP server then sends a final message (6), with the value $o_b$ computed as:

$$o_b = H(3, w_a, w_b, z, \text{contactURIs})$$

When the UA receives $o_b$, it verifies this value by computing its hash value. If the results are identical, the SIP server is authenticated to the UA. After a complete message exchange, the UA is authenticated to the SIP server, and the SIP server has been authenticated to the UA.

C. SIP message syntax

A SIP message consists of several headers and a body. The SIP header fields are textual, always in the format

```plaintext
<header_name>: <header_value>
```

The header value can contain one or more parameters. We embed the cryptographic values derived in the previous section as base64-encoded [26] SIP header values. We re-use the SIP DAA headers to carry PAKE authentication data, so that PAKE can be used as a drop-in replacement for DAA. A SIP REGISTER message with a DAA Authorization header is depicted in Figure 4. Again, we refer to the protocol clauses with a number in parentheses as depicted in Figure 2.

The UA first sends a SIP REGISTER without any authentication credentials (1). The SIP server responds with a 401 Unauthorized status message (2), which contains a WWW-Authenticate header with header values realm and algorithm:

```
SIP/2.0 401 Unauthorized
WWW-Authenticate: Mutual realm="asterisk",
algorithm="iso-kam3-dl-2048-sha256"
```

The UA then computes $w_a$ and sends it to the SIP server using a new SIP REGISTER message (3), with the required values embedded in the Authorization header:

```
SIP/2.0 REGISTER
Authorization: Mutual user="alice",
algorithm="iso-kam3-dl-2048-sha256",
wa="Q29tcHV0ZWQgd2E...1jaCBcyBsb25nCg=="
```

The next required values in the authentication mechanism $w_b$, $o_a$ and $o_b$ are embedded and sent using these two SIP headers.

IV. SIMPLE AUTHENTICATION AND SECURITY LAYER

The Simple Authentication and Security Layer (SASL), defined in RFC4422 [16], provides an interface for authentication and an authentication negotiation mechanism. The SASL specification is developed and maintained within the IETF, and have been scrutinized by security professionals over the years. It has been extensively tested, and is now classified as a mature standard by the IETF. SASL is also implemented and used in several popular communications protocols applications like IMAP, SMTP and LDAP².

The SASL framework does not provide authentication mechanisms in itself, but supports different underlying authentication mechanisms through a standardized interface². SASL does not provide a transport layer and thus relies on the application to encapsulate, send and extract SASL messages between client and server. The SASL messages sent between client and server contain authentication data, and are opaque from the viewpoint of the calling application. The application only needs to add support to a SASL software library implementation, and thus have support to a range of underlying authentication mechanisms the library supports.

Adding support for the security abstraction layer framework Generic Security Services API (GSS-API) has been done earlier [27]. While the GSS-API is intended for use with applications, SASL is used in, and intended for, communication protocols. The functionalities offered by the GSS-API and SASL are alike, but the SASL specification is more high-level, and allows more freedom in implementing the SASL requirements. SASL also supports more underlying security mechanisms than the GSS-API. By using the “GS2” mechanism family, the GSS-API can be used as an underlying security mechanism in SASL. However, the GSS-API negotiation mechanism cannot be used due to security concerns [28, Section 14].

A. SASL profile for SIP

A modified PAKE authentication can more easily replace the current digest (DAA) authentication used in SIP, since they both rely on a shared secret and use the same SIP headers. PAKE also introduces a stronger authentication than DAA. However, a more flexible authentication mechanism is desired. Different VoIP scenarios require different security requirements, and the communicating peers should be able


2A list of registered SASL mechanisms is maintained by IANA: http://www.iana.org/assignments/sasl-mechanisms/sasl-mechanisms.xml
Instead of adding numerous different authentication mechanisms to SIP based on different security requirements, it is desirable to keep the changes to the SIP standard to a minimum. The industry might also be reluctant to adopt immature and non-standardized security services, like different (new) authentication mechanisms. Adding support for SASL requires only small changes to the SIP standard, and can utilize several underlying authentication mechanisms. The SIP protocol stack with SASL is shown in Figure 3.

In SASL terminology, the description on how to encapsulate SASL negotiation and SASL messages for a given protocol, is called a “SASL profile”. We create a SASL profile for SIP by reusing the WWW-Authenticate and Authorization SIP headers used by the digest authentication, shown earlier. Instead of encapsulating DAA data, we embed SASL messages, as depicted in Figure 4.

When discussing PAKE authentication earlier, we added one round-trip of SIP messages between the UA and the SIP server. When using SASL, the number of messages going back and forth depends on the underlying authentication mechanism. We therefore extend the SIP REGISTER handshake with an arbitrary number of round-trips, until the underlying authentication mechanism has completed communication.

In the following paragraphs, the numbers in parentheses refer to the SIP message numbers in Figure 2. The SASL specification only outlines a very high-level method of how the server should advertise its supported mechanisms to the client. We implement the mechanism negotiation in the first three messages in the SIP REGISTER handshake (1-3). The UA starts by requesting authentication from the SIP server, with no Authorization header (1). The SIP server responds with a 401 Unauthorized SIP message (2), with the supported and available mechanisms embedded in the WWW-Authenticate header:

```
SIP/2.0 401 Unauthorized
WWW-Authenticate: SASL negotiate="DIGEST-MD5 NTLM GS2-KRB5"
```

The client selects the best mechanism from the received list that it supports and sends a new SIP REGISTER message (3). This message includes an Authorization header requesting authentication with “GS2-KRB5” as the preferred mechanism. The initial authentication data is embedded base64 encoded to the data parameter:

```
SIP/2.0 REGISTER
Authorization: SASL mechanism="GS2-KRB5",
data="SUZZT1VDQU5SR...JUPVVQU5FUkQK=
```

The server retrieves the SASL data, and passes the message to the SASL library which handles the authentication. The selected authentication method continues to pass SASL messages between client and server as many times as necessary to complete the authentication (messages 4-5 are repeated). Once the authentication is complete, the SIP server sends a 200 OK SIP message. Should the server have some last SASL data to be communicated to the client to complete the authentication, it can be carried in a WWW-Authenticate header embedded in the 200 OK message:

```
SIP/2.0 200 OK
WWW-Authenticate: SASL mechanism="GS2-KRB5",
data="TFoG9rP56zrVH...YaAOndwPew6NdxFr"
```

As soon as the 200 OK message is received and processed, the client is authenticated to the SIP server. Since the mechanism negotiation is not integrity-protected, the UA is vulnerable to a “down-grade” attack. An attacker can intercept and modify the negotiation messages so that the least favorable authentication method is used.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In our earlier work, we have shown and implemented a real-world attack to the widely deployed DAA method [27]. In this paper we have added support to a new improved authentication mechanism that can easily replace DAA based on a modified PAKE algorithm. This new authentication mechanism adds support for mutual authentication and is more secure than DAA. We have also shown that the modified PAKE authentication can easily function as a drop-in replacement for DAA. However, a more flexible authentication mechanism is desired in the long-term.
Our second authentication mechanism supported in SIP is SASL, which is not an authentication mechanism per se, but introduces a security abstraction layer. This abstraction layer adds support to a range of underlying authentication mechanisms in a unified way. As long as SIP supports SASL, new authentication mechanisms can be added later to the SASL library, without requiring any change to the SIP protocol. We have also introduced a SASL mechanism negotiation that enables the communicating peers to agree upon the “best” available authentication mechanism.

We envisage a two-step migration towards a stronger authentication scheme in SIP. First, the modified PAKE authentication is implemented and deployed. Second, the long-term solution is to deploy SASL with support for a range of underlying authentication mechanisms.

Future work will look into implementing a proof of concept for PAKE-enabled UA and SIP server, including overhead evaluation benchmarks for the new authentication algorithm. We also plan to evaluate different SASL security mechanisms and their implications for SIP, and decide which authentication mechanisms should be mandatorily supported through SASL. A co-operation with the IETF and the Kitten Working Group to further elaborate a SASL profile for SIP is also planned. We hope our work will gain acceptance and industrial deployment, so that the previously mentioned security attacks can be countered.
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